Jeep Nv3550 5 Spd Manual Transmission

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
JEEP WRANGLER Automatic to Manual transmission swap possible

Quote Originally Posted by Doch80
Have you looked for an NV3550 in your neck of the woods? 4.0L inline 6 5spd manual transmission I am noticing what sounds like.

JEEP WRANGLER 4.2L 4.0L NV3550 TRANSMISSION CONVERSION. Excellent upgrade Jeep Wrangler (NEW) NV3550 4X4 5-Speed Manual Transmission. 5 speed manual transmission nv3550 complete with bell housing and shifter from 2003 Jeep Wrangler with 120k miles price it's 600$ For more info cal.


Getrag 290, NV1500, NV3550 manual transmission parts. NV3500 & NV3550, 5 speed, Getrag Design, NV1500 Breakdown Illustration BK494A Standard Bearing Kit, NV1500, NV2550 transmission JEEP # NV1500 -- 2002-05 Adapter Plate MT 4 & 5-Speed Bronco II Ford Ranger V8 5.0 Engine Conversion Ford 302 to the Bronco II, Ranger 4 speed and 5 speed manual transmissions. is used to adapt a Ford 302 / 5.0L to the Jeep NV3550 5 speed transmission.

For Sale 720-987-8772 Will work in other Wranglers, call for details.


1997 Jeep Wrangler TJ sport 4.0L I6, AX-15 5 speed manual, ARMOR: Poison 4.0L I6, 42RE auto transmission, NV242 transfercase, Clayton's Longarm Green 2001 TJ, 4.0L I6, NV3550 5-speed manual, ProComp 4″ lift, 35″ BFG.

Far and away the most versatile 5-speed transmission on the market, the TKO offers an manual transmission to the 50-1807A: Jeep NV3550 5-speed.

DODGE '97+ NV3500 5-SPEED MANUAL TRANSMISSION: INPUT SHAFT 35T GETRAG 290 NV3500 NV3550 FRONT SEAL FITS '88+ GM DODGE JEEP. The transmission is an nv1500 5 speed manual.

I've removed the So immediately went and bought the proper mopar oil for NV3550. Which ended up being.